SAN JACINTO SCREENING PROJECT  
NOVEMBER 15, 2014

We had our first work day on Saturday, November 15, 2014 at the site of our newest screening project! It was chilly but dry and best of all – NO MOSQUITOES!! Eight HAS members showed up by 8 a.m. and the amount of work we got done in four hours was absolutely incredible. We chopped brush. We weed whacked grass and shrubs. We pulled vines. By the time we finished we had a stack of brush piled higher than my head and probably fifteen feet across! And we picked up four huge bags of trash from the area. (People who dump trash should be shot). Thanks to Tom Williams we even set a datum and measured every pile of dirt we will be screening, pin-flagged it, tagged it, numbered it and the site is ready to go! Thanks to Tom, Bob Sewell, Beth Kennedy, Sandy Rogers (who drove all the way down from Huntsville!), Carlos Rendon, Charlie Aulbach, and Larry Golden – who had the foresight to bring some construction fencing and posts to block the site from more trash dumpers. Here are a few photos from the day. Come join us next time!

Carlos, Sandy and Bob start cutting brush.

Bob Sewell hauling brush to the pile.

The crew stacking up brush to be hauled away.

Beth Kennedy stacking brush in the ever growing pile with ship in background.
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Charlie and Carlos.

Bob and Linda.

Tom measuring and plotting from the datum.

Sandy, Bob and Carlos pin-flagging and numbering the piles.

Piles pin-flagged and ready to screen!

Crew at the end of the day – some folks had to leave early to make other commitments.